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ABSTRAcr

We present a practical design for a detector sensitive to axions and other light particles with a
two-photon interaction vertex. Such particles would be produced in the solar interior by Primakoff
conversion of blackbody photons and could be detected by their re-conversion into x-rays (average
energy about 4 ke V) in a strong laboratory magnetic field. An existing large superconducting
magnet would be suitable for this purpose. The transition rate is enhanced by filling the
conversion region with a buffer gas (H2 or He). This induces an effective photon mass (plasma
frequency) which can be adjusted to equal the axion mass being searched for. Axion-photon
CQnversion is then coherent throughout the detector volume for all axion energies. Axions with
mass in the range 0.1 eV~ m12-'5 eV can be detected using gas pressures of 0.1- 300 atm.
Axions with the standard coupling strength to photons would give counting rates of lQ-5- 10 sec-1
over this mass range. The search would definitively test one of the only two regions of axion
parameters not excluded by astrophysical consttaints.
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1. Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The conservation of the CP symmetry in strong interactions has been a long standing puzzle
of particle physics in view of the CP violating effects observed. in the K o meson system. In a
compelling theoretical scheme proposed by Peccei and Quinn 1 the measured absence (or extreme
smallness) of the neutron electric dipole moment is linked to the existence of a hitherto undetected
particle -

the axion2.3. The phenomenological properties of this light, neutral pseudoscalar are

mainly determined by the Peccei-Quinn parameter (or axion decay constant) fa which arises as the
scale at which the global chiral U ( 1) symmetry postulated by Peccei and Quinn is spontaneously
broken. Although it was originally tHought that fa should be identified with the electroweak scale
fweak • 250 GeV (standard axions), the axion decay constant can take on, in principle, any value
between the GeV range and the Planck scale of 1Ql9 GeV. Since the interaction strength of axions
with matter and radiation scales as 11 fa, axion models with fa>>

fwe~

are generically referred to

as "invisible axions"3,4.S.

Depending upon the assumed value for fa, the existence of axions would lead to a startling
variety of phenomenological consequences in particle physics, astrophysics, and cosmology. The
combined evidence from these different fields now excludes large ranges of fa values, leaving
only two rather narrow windows in which axions might still exist. Thus it has become a
compelling task to attempt the detection of axions in these remaining ranges of parameters, or to
exclude the Peccei-Quinn mechanism once and for all as not being realized in nature.

..
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1.2 Princi pie of the detector

The basic idea of this experiment, which relies on the two photon coupling of axions or other
light, exotic particles was suggested by Sikivie6. This vertex allows for the Primakoff conversion
(Fig. 1) of photons into axions in the presence of external electric or magnetic fields. Thus axions

•

would be produced in the solar interior where blackbody photons with energies of several ke V
would be converted in the fluctuating electric fields of the charged particles in the hot plasma.
These ke V axions from the sun could reconvert into x-rays by a strong magnetic field in the
laboratory ("axion helioscope"). Since the magnetic field varies only over macroscopic scales, the
axion-photon conversion is best visualized as a mixing phenomenon7 between these states in the
presence of the external field: an initial axion state partly oscillates into a photon which can be
detected.

The axion-photon conversion can be optimized using either of two strategies. The Il..rst
strategy would employ a low-absorption buffer gas to establish coherent conversion over the entire
detector volume. The axion search would be conducted as a narrow-band scan using a surface
detector array. The second strategy would employ a high-absorption buffer gas to absorb and
detect x-rays near the point of conversion. This volume detector would then permit a broad band
axion search.

The transition rate is largest when the axion and photon amplitudes are coherent throughout
the detection volume. For axions of non-zero mass, this coherence can be achieved by filling the
conversion region with an appropriate medium to give the photons an effective mass m7 which
can be made to match ma, as shown in our preliminary repons8. In general, of course, photons do
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not follow the dispersion relation

(1)

relevant for massive particles. However, for x-rays, when the energy of the photons is sufficiently

= o)l- wP 2

is an exceedingly good approximation. The role

of m 1 is played by the plasma frequency rop

= (41taN~me)ll2, where Ne is the number density of

far above all resonances, k 2

bound and free electrons. Of course, for conversion of massless bosons the degeneracy condition
with photons is automatically satisfied in a vacuum. as discussed by Anselm9.

The x-ray energy must be far above the highest resonance (ionization energy) of the buffer
gas. This requirement is satisfied by hydrogen or helium. Furthermore, the absorption length for
keY x-rays in H2 or He gas is many meters (1800 m and 100m respectively at STP for 4 keV
x-rays) and is larger than the dimensions of the detector. Thus, the imaginary part of the
dispersion relation does not lead to excessive absorption of the photon component of the beam.
The experiment would be operated in a scanning mode in which the gas pressure is varied in
appropriate steps to cover a range of possible axion masses.

In summary, the main ingredients of this detection scheme are (a) the sun as an axion

source; (b) a strong magnetic field to mix the axion with the photon for reconversion; (c) a buffer
gas (H2 or He) to match the axion and photon dispersion relations and produce coherent
conversion; and (d) a large area array of detectors sensitive to single photons in the 1-10 keY
range, with very low background rate .

.
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The provision for coherent conversion is limited to axion masses ma

-6 5 eV because the

gas pressure cannot be arbitrarily raised without prohibitive engineering problems. To extend the
search to larger axion masses one can employ a modification of this scheme. The conversion
region can be fllled with a gas mixture which efficiently absorbs x-rays by the photoelectric effect
Then the photon component of the beam will be detected throughout the conversion volume. In
this case the photon and axion dispersion relations do not match, but the mixture of light and heavy
gases can be adjusted to provide the optimum attenuation length for x-rays to prevent destructive
interference. This alternative gives a detection rate smaller than the matched dispersion scheme,
but much larger than the rate from a magnetic field in a vacuum as fli'St suggested by Sikivie6.

1.3 Relevant parameter range

Our experiment is s7nsitive to at least one decade of fa values, and covers one of the two

remaining parameter ranges in which axions may still exist. It is convenient to discuss the relevant
parameter ranges in terms of. the axion mass ma by vi.nue of a universal relationship between ma
and fa (following the normalization conventions of SrednickiS),

ma = 1.2 eV N (101 GeV I fa),

(2)

where N is a non-zero, model-dependent integer coefficient of the color anomaly of the axion
c~nt

Note that the axion coupling to gluons, which is at the heart of the Peccei-Quinn scheme,

,...
is given as

(a~ I

41t) (N I fa) GGa with the strong fine structure constant

CX.r

and the axion field

a. Thus the generic parameter governing different axion models is fa IN which is uniquely
represented by the axion mass.
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The axion photon interaction is given as:

(3)

...

I

where a is the axion field. M = (a/1t) (N I fa) (E IN -1.92)

1-I. and in this latter expressi~n E

is

the coefficient of the electromagnetic anomaly of the axion current. Typical values of interest are
main the eV range and M in the 1010 GeV range. With the notation M 10 =M 11010 GeV we may

express M in terms of ma as

1
}.flO

E/N- 1.92
1.
92

= S/J _

In all grand unified axion models EIN

X

(4)

1.45 (m 11 /eV).

= 813. and we shall refer to this value as the GUT

relationship between the axion mass and the axion photon coupling strength. Other values for EIN
are possible. however. and specifically EIN

= 2 would lead to a large suppression of the photon

coupling strength4 . For clarity we confine our discussion to GUT axions with EIN

= 8/3

unless

otherwise stated. Then our range of sensitivity is

(5)

0.1 eV,.S ma,C 5 eV

A general analysis of the experimental results would fully explore the two-dimensional ( ma,
M) parameter space. Such a general discussion would also cover hypothetical massless bosons

such as Sikivie's "omions" 10 and Anselm's "arions"9,11.
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1.4 Astrophysical constraints on axion parameters

Our range of sensitivity overlaps. in part. with mass ranges excluded by astrophysical
arguments. However, we believe that axions can still exist in our parameter range. We discuss
bounds on the axion-photon coupling from the observed lifetimes of horizontal branch starsl2, and
bounds on the axion-nucleon coupling from late neutron star coolingl3,14,IS and from the
supernova (SN) 1987A (Ref. 16). The entire range 0.03 eV .6-ma ~ 10 keV would seem to be
excluded by the observed white dwarf cooling time scalel7, and from the suppression of helium
ignition in low mass red giants lB. However, these bounds are irrelevant if the axions do not couple
to electrons at tree level ("hadronic axions"4) and we shall confine our attention to this type of
axion.

In all axion mcxlels. the_re exist generic couplings to nucleons through the axion-pion

~ing

which is also responsible for the non-zero mass of the axion. The primary interest of our
experiment is to search for axions, so we need to consider the astrophysical bounds on the
axion-nucleon coupling. (For other cases such as Sikivie's omionslO which do not couple to
nucleons, these results are not relevant.)

Axion emission from neutron stars by nuclear

bremsstrahlung processes would lead to an observable acceleration of their cooling timesl3,14,15 if

ma ~ 0.04 e V. However, the determinations of surface temperatures of pulsars of known ages are
uncen.ain; in fact, the existing results essentially constitute upper bounds.l9 Therefore the existence
of axions with mass in our range of sensitivity is not precluded.

Observation of the neutrino pulse from the SN 1987A indicates that the gravitational binding
energy released in the collapse of the progenitor star was carried away by neutrinos, limiting the
interaction strength of axions and other weakly interacting, exotic particlesl6. However if axions

8
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interact too strongly they would be "trapped" just like neutrinos in the hot proto-neutron star that
forms after the collapse. This would make the axions ineffective in carrying away the energy
stored in the SN core. The excluded regime translates, in a model-dependent fashion into a regime
of excluded axion masses 0.001 eV ~ ma ~2 eV. The uncertainty of this range is substantial,

.

perhaps as much as an order of magnitude on either end. This means that the range of axion mass
that is actually excluded may be much smaller than stated.

The axion-photon coupling which is the basis of the proposed detector, allows for axion
production in stellar interiors by the Primakoff effect. In a detailed discussion of stellar evolution it
has been shown 12 that this exotic energy loss mechanism would lead to a severe conflict between
calculated and observed lifetimes of helium burning red giants (horizontal branch stars) unless M
> lxlQlO GeV.

It is thought that the uncertainty in this bound does not exceed a small factor of

order unity. This limit applies for axions lighter than about 10 ke V so that their emission from the
stellar plasma will not be Boltzmann suppressed. For GUT hadronic axions, this excludes the
.range ma ~ 1 eV. -

We conclude that forma= 0 (1 eV), axions cannot be flrmly excluded by astrophysical
considerations, so our proposed experiment is sensitive in one of the last remaining mass windows
in which axions may exist. Conversely, if axions in this mass range were to be detected, the
consequences for neutron star cooling, and SN dynamics would be very significant, apart from the
paramount importance of such a discovery for panicle physics .

.
1.5 Other axion experiments

An axion condensate would have formed in the early universe, and the universe would be
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"overdosed" by axions20 unless/a IN~ 1012 GeV, i.e., ma ~ l0-5 eV. Near saturation of this
bound, axions would constitute the "cold dark matter" that is believed to dominate the universe.
Axions clustered in our galaxy could be detected by their magnetic conversion into microwaves in a
high-Q cavity6. An experiment of this sort is under way and has produced flrst negative results21,
but the sensitivity was two orders of magnitude less than needed to detect axions with a coupling· to
photons given by Eq. (3).

Althougp this galactic axion search is or'paramount importance for

particle physics and cosmology, it is not clear at present whether the needed sensitivity can be
reached in the near future.

Even forma of a few eV, thermally produced axions in the early universe would have
survived in large numbers. Although their contribution to the cosmological mass density would be
negligible, their present-day decay would be visible as a "glow" of the night sky22. Existing
measurements of the brightness of the night sky exclude axion masses greater than a few eV.

Avignone et aJ.23 have carried out an experimental search for double f3 decay using a high
purity geramanium detector located underground. From the low energy portion of their spectrum
(E S 10 keV), they were able to set limits on solar axions which would be detectable if they

coupled to electrons (the axio-electric effect). However, the sensitivity of their detector was
insufficient for the axion flux from the sun.

Another recently proposed experiment24 addresses the magnetically induced bi-refringence of
the vacuum, but would not be sufficiently sensitive 7 to detect axions which interact according to
Eq. (3).

Our proposed experiment is the only laboratory method yet devised which is sensitive
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enough to detect "invisible" axions. In the following sections we proceed to discuss details of our
experimental design. In Section 2 we compute the axion flux expected from the sun. In Section 3
we calculate the axion-photon conversion efficiency rate in the presence of a medium, for arbitrary

.....

values of the real and imaginary parts of the photon dispersion relation. In Section 4 we discuss
details of the detector design and background counting rates. A brief summary is given in Section

5.

2. The sun as an axion source
2.1 The axion spectrum

We confine our attention to hadronic axion models, where these particles do not interact with
electrons at tree level. Such axions can be efficiently produced in the sun only by processes
involving their coupling to photons given by Eq. (3). More generally, we consider (pseudo-)
scalar particles which interact only by a

two~photon

venex, for example, Sikivie's omionslO and

Anselm's arions9,11. In the interior of the sun, blackbody photons can convert into axions in the
_fluctuating electric fields of the charged particles in the plasma25 (Fig. 1). The transition rate of a
photon (actually a transverse plasmon) of energy w into an axion is

R()'-+a)

=

(6)
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where T is the temperature of the plasma. The Debye-Hueckel scale 1C'is given by

~<

2

= (4rrOt/T) L zJ Nj,

(7)

}

where Ni is the number density of charged panicles with charge Zj e. The inverse of

1C' is

the

screening scale for charges in the plasma. The energy of the axion is close to the energy of the
original photon; it is smeared over a narrow interval of width about equal to the plasma
frequency25. Numerically, in the solar center, T = 1.3 keV,

C1>p

=0.3 keV, and IC= 9 keV.

The axion luminosity of the sun is determined by folding the photon-axion transition rate
from Eq. (6) with the blackbody photon distribution. The small spread of the axion energies for a
given photon energy can be neglected. We integrate over a standard solar modei26 and find the
differential axion flux plotted in Fig. 2 (solid line). Reasonable changes in the solar model would '
not change the axion luminosity significantly. The average axion energy is

<Ea~=

4.2 keV.

The total axion luminosity (energy flux) is

(8)

where L0

= 3.86 x 1033 erg sec·l

is the solar photon luminosity and M 10

= M/lQlO GeV.

Thus

production of ax.ions with 0.1 eV ~ ma ~5 eV would cause only a very minor perturbation of the
sun.

We find that the differential axion spectrum at the earth is well approximated by

12

where Ea is the axion energy -

<Pa

= 3.54 x

see the dashed line in Fig. 2. The total axion flux at the earth is

1011 cm·2 sec· I (M 10t2 = 7.44 x 1011 cm-2 sec·l (ma /leV)2

(10)

2.2 Size of the solar axion source
The radial distribution of the axion energy loss rate, dLJdr shown in Fig. 3, is based on the
standard solar model of Ref. 26. Most axions emerge from a region within 0.2 R9 (radius of the
solar disk). The average distance between the sun and the earth is 215 R@. Thus the angular
radius of the axion source region as viewed from the earth is

Oa = (0.21215) = 0.9x10·3 radian.

This is important if one were to include an x-ray collimator in the experimental setup.

. 3. Axion-photon conversion rate

3.1.

Equation of motion

We now proceed to calculate the axion-photon conversion rate in the presence of a nearly
homogeneous magnetic field Band a refractive medium. From very general arguments7 one finds
that only the photon component with polarization (electric field) parallel to the magnetic field mixes
with axions. By "parallel" component we mean the polarization state whose electric field vector
lies in the plane of the wave vector k and the magnetic field B. The photon electric field is parallel
to B only if the propagation is strictly transverse to the magnetic field. Denoting the amplitude of
this parallel photon component by A and the amplitude of the axion field by a, the relevant wave

13

equation is 7

. (A)_- (w-m;/2w-if/2 B/2.\1

zaz

r..:- m~/2..;

B/2A1

a

) (

A.)
a

(11)

with B the component of B transverse to the wave vector k, and M is defined by Eq; (3). The
photon refractive index has been written, without loss of generality, ILy = 1- ml12ro2 -i rt2ro
where in general, my and

rare functions of CJl and z. r is the damping coefficient, or inverse

absorption length for the x-rays. The quantities my and

r

are easily related to the usual atomic

scattering factors/1 andf2 as tabulated, e.g., by Henke et aJ.21. We have completely neglected the
imaginary pan of the axion refractive index because of the extremely weak axion interaction
strength. We stress that the linearized form Eq. (11) of the Klein-Gordon equation is applicable
only in the limit of small refractive effects, ie., when

(J)

>> ml/2()) and (J) >>

lmy212w + irl21.

3.2 An upper limit to the expected x-ray flux

An absolute ceiling can be placed on the axion-photon conversion that can be achieved with a
given field strength and a given path length. If the diagonal entries of the mixing matrix Eq. ( 11)
are taken to be real and equal, and assuming a homogeneous field and starting with a pure axion
beam, one flnds that after a distance L the probability of measuring a photon is given as

pf..L),. (812M)2 L2

(12)

This approximate result holds only if Py<< 1. For 8 = 3 Tesla andM = lxiQlO GeV we find
812M = 1.48xiQ-12 cm·l, so that for path lengths in the meter range this condition is well-satisfied.

All effects which occur from the non-equality of the diagonal entries in the mixing matrix or from
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the imaginary parts will reduce this result. From Eq. (10) and Eq. (12), an absolute ceiling to the
expected x-ray flux in the detector from solar axion conversion is

<Pmax =<I>ax pf...L) = 5.3 x IQ-7 cm·2 sec· I (B/3T)2 (U400cm)2 (matl eV)4

(13)

This result sets an upper limit to the magnitude of the x-ray flux from axion conversion which we
may attempt to detect

3.3 General result for the transition rate

In general, the dispersion relations for axions and photons arc not identical. Therefore we
need to detennine a general solution to the "Schroedinger equation" Eq. (11). To this end we make
use of the "perturbed wavefunction" approach outlined in Ref. 7. Note, however, that the
"Hamiltonian" in Eq. (11) is not Hermitian so that one has to modify the procedure to solve this
equation accordingly. From a flrst order perrurbative solution we find for the transition amplitude,
aside from an overall phase,

(A(z)!a(O)} =

(1/2~\1) exp{- foz dz'f/2} x
(14)
I

X

foz d:'B exp{i foz

dz"[(m;- m;)/2:...·- if/2)]}.

This result is first order in the small quantity Bz 12M, but completely general otherwise.
Note that in general B,

r. and my are functions of z.

We now consider the case where the matter

density within the detector is uniform so that my and
uniform. Also, we use
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r

are constant, and we also take B to be

(15)

for the momentum difference between photons in the medium and axions. Then we find for the
probability of observing a photon at z =L
2

p 1 (L) •

(~/ 2 1.~)
q· + f·/4

[ 1 + e-rL- 2e-fL/ 2 cos(qL)].

( 16)

In the absence of damping (r = 0) this is the usual result for the transition between two

i.oSA:·

mixed particle states and 21Ciq can be interpreted as the oscillation length

In the limit q ~

0 and r-+ 0 we recover Eq. (12).

Using .a buffer gas which absorbs x-rays by the photoelectric effect

(non~zero

damping r),

one could measure all of the photons produced along the axion path, by collecting and counting the
photo-electrons.

The probability that an axion is absorbed in just the probability that it is neither

in an axion nor in a photon state at z

=L. i.e.

Pabs(L)

=1-

Pa(L)- p~L). The probability Pa(L)

that an axion is still in the beam at z = L is determined from a second order solution of the
perturbed wave function method. Assuming uniformity of B, m and r we flnd

Pab··=
..

(B/2Af)2 {2-3f2/4
(2
(q2 + f2/4)2 q
.
+ q

+

f2/4)(rL-e-rL)

(17)

.

+ [ f 2 cos( qL) - 2qf sin( qL)] e-r L/ 2 }

.

This result is mainly of interest for strong photon absorption. i.e .• for rL >> 1. Then we find the
simple approximation
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(B/2M)2 fL
q2 + f2j4

Pabs=

The maximum rate occurs for

(18)

r = 2q.

In this case the absorption probability is Pabs

=

(B/2M)2 2LIJ., which is smaller than the optimum value of Pr (L) for the dispersion-matching

scheme [given in Eq. (12)] by the factor 21/L, where

_L = r-t is the absorption length. This

result could have been anticipated, aside from numerical factors, on the basis of Eq. (12): it is
advantageous to absorb the photon component within an oscillation length, i. e..),.Sllq, because
for larger distances one does not gain any further strength of the photon component. For about a
distance .lone may apply Eq. (12), after which the photon gets absorbed and one starts again with
a pure axion beam. There are about

UL

such steps, giving this simple result within a factor of

two.

Although Pabs (L) is smaller than p.f..L), the axion mass sensitivity region~ i~ wider i~ the
absorption detector, so that the time required to search a given mass region would be about the
same in the absence of background. (But not with background present, see Section 4.2). The
broadband detector may be useful to detect axions with mass above a few eV, since high pressure
gas containment is not needed.

4. Practical Detector Design

4.1. Design Concept

We conceive that the most practical implementation of an axion helioscope would be designed
to fit in a stationary,

large~volume

high-field superconducting magnet. To discuss the response of

this detector concretely, we will assume a solenoidal magnet of nominal (but demonstrated
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28)

dimensions and field: diameter D

= 4 m, length

S

=3 m

and average field B

= 3 T.

A vessel

containing the buffer gas (H2 or He) of variable pressure would be placed within the magnet bore.
The inside surface of the vessel would be instrumented all around with appropriate x-ray
detectors (see Fig. 4). The detector might be, for example, a thin cylindrical multiwire chamber
with a conventional proportional gas (Ne, AI or Xe) separated from the dispersion gas by a thin
window29. The magnet axis would be oriented north-south, so that the magnetic field is roughly
perpendicular to the axion flux (i. e. sun) at all times.

4.2. Rates and Values

In this section we use the fonnalism of Section 3 to derive operating values for a realistic
devi~e

and the corresponding range of sensitivity to axion mass and axion photon coupling (m 13 ,

M). The plasma frequency (effective mass) for an x-ray in a gas can be expressed in tenns off 1,

the real part of the atomic scattering factor27 as

(19)

where r 0 is the classical electron radius, NA is Avogadro's number, A is the atomic mass
number of the gas, mu is the atomic mass unit, and pis the gas density. The use of a gas with the
lowest possible Z is clearly indicated for two reasons. First, the real part of the atomic scattering
factor
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is linear in Z, whereas the absorptive part (proportional to the mass attenuation

coefficient) increases roughly as z3. Second, because the ionization energies of H2 and He are
very low, the variation of It (CJJ) in the relevant range

CJJ

= (1-1 0) ke V

is sufficiently weak that the

matching of the dispersion relations can be achieved simultaneously over this entire range of
energies. For

th~se

gases, the asymptotic value
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It (CJJ~

00 )

=Z

is taken on with sufficient

precision over our entire range of interest Eq. (19) implies an operating pressure (at 300 K) of P

• 14.83 (myl1 eV)2 atm. where my is the chosen photon mass. The pressure is the same for
both H 2 and He because H2 is diatomic. Searching from 0.1 e V to 5 e V in axion mass dictates a
..

large pressure range going from roughly 0.1 to 340 atm. Operation at liquid nitrogen temperature
(77 K) would reduce the pressure by roughly a factor of 4 for the same density. Absorption of

the x-rays is not significant, even for a search mass as high as 5 ev·.

For a given mass of the axion, the total rate of appearance of x-rays in a detector with
cross-section A and over the whole axion spectrum is given by

R =

f ds f dy f dEa <Pa' p-y(L(y)] ·

t20J

Here . <P a' is the differential solar axion flux as given by Eq. (9), and L(y) is the path length
through the detector volume at a given transverse position y. The conversion probability py[L(y)]
depends on the axion-photon coupling strength, and implicitly on both ma and Ea through q of
Eq. ( 16). In Eq. (20) we have assumed that the axions traverse the chamber perpendicular to the
magnetic field. As discussed later, this implies no great loss of generality.

At a fixed pressure P (hence search mass my), the response of the detector will be a
sharply peaked function of the actual ax ion mass ma- In Fig. 5 we show the x-ray production rate
integrated over energy and detector area as a function of ma• where the pressure has been'set to my
= 1.000 e V.

The GUT value of EIN = 8/3 has been assumed. The width of the response curve

scales as my·2, with the fractional full-width half-maximum il =Imp- ma limy= 1.2 x I0-3 (my
/1 eV)-2 for L

= 4 meters.

An alternative magnet with higher field and smaller boreD, could be

advantageous, since the fractional mass bandwidth varies inversely with L, and L
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= D.

If axions

were found to exist, the resulting x-ray spectrum would faithfully reproduce the axion spectrum.
since w =Ea (Fig. 2), aside from absorptive effects, and assuming the response curve is optimized
by gas density, i.e., my= ma. If the gas density were set substantially off the maximum of the
response curve, the measured spectra and distribution in transverse position y would be
modulated non-trivially as the oscillation length

t

osc<ma, Ea, P) becomes comparable to L(y).

The overall rate expected, again for GUT and assuming my = ma , is shown in Fig. 6. The rate
varies essentially as ma4 , since the solar axion emission and the detector sensitivity each contribute
factors of mal· The slight deviations from ma4 behavior is the result of the (small) absorption in
the H2 and He buffer gas.

The alternative scheme, using an x-ray absorbing gas mixture, has two advantages when
used to search for axions near the high mass end of the range. ( 1) High gas pressures are not
need.¢ since

r

can be increased several orders of magnitude by u.sing a mixture of helium and a

high Z gas. (2) Scanning of gas pressure is unnecessary since the detector is sensitive to axions
with a wide range of ma without adjustment.

For this alternative scheme we would choose ·a gas mixture which contains a heavy gas
whose K absorption edge lies near or somewhat below the expected x-ray energy. As previously
shown, the optimal transition rate will occur for r = 2q = ma21Ea- Thus for a chosen value of r
the optimal rate occurs forma= mr

=(r EJln.. In fact, we can optimizer as a function of energy

i.e. roc 1/ Ea, by selecting a suitable mixture of gases such as 70% neon and 30% argon; with K
absorption edge energies of -1 keV and -3.2 keV respectively.

The total x-ray rate is given by Eq. (20) with Pabs (L) substituted for p-,(L). As a
simplifying approximation, we take Ea

= 4.2 keV,
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the mean energy of the solar axions. Then the

expected count rate

where

mr and

ma are in units of eV. The x-ray rates in the nominal detector are shown in Fig. 7

for several values of r. Also shown is the, envelope curve which results from re-optimizing rat
each value of mtr This curve is also plotted in Fig. 6 for comparison. Although the x-ray rate is
smaller than in the fJ.rst scheme by -1 Q4, the axion mass sensitivity region .1 is wider by the same
factor, so that in the absence of background, the time required to search a given mass region and
detect the same number of x-rays from axion conversion would be about the same. In the presence
of background, however, the tuned detector is more sensitive, since the axion signal counts will all
appear at one gas pressure and give a higher count rate. Furthermore. in the broad-band scheme,
the total mass of sensitive gas is very much greater than in the tuned d~tector scheme, and so the
.
.
background due to natural or cosmogenic radioactivity would be proportionately greater.

4.3. Limits of Applicability

It is of interest to know over what range of axion mass ma (or more fundamentally what
range of fo. IN) this experiment will be sufficiently sensitive to detect axions if they have the
standard coupling. However, we emphasize that from an experimental viewpoint, such an
experiment really addresses a region in the two-dimensional parameter space of axion mass and
axion-photon coupling (mo., M).

In this detector design (exact matching of the photon and axion masses), measurement is
possible, in principle, down to exactly massless Goldstone bosons, if the axion-photon coupling is
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sufficiently strong (non-standard). The upper limit of the accessible mass range is somewhat
arbitrary, and would depend largely on engineering considerations (containment of high pressure
gas). An axion mass of 5 eY is a reasonable upper limit without undue complications; larger axion
masses are accessible using the alternate scheme.

The limiting value of axion-photon coupling for which axion detection is possible depends
on the background. For a device of dimensions and field specified above a reasonable goal would
appear to be M .. 1011 GeY, corresponding to a lower mass limit of m 12

..

0.1 eY for standard

axion-photon coupling. This implies a background photo-electron rate significantly below IQ-5
sec-1 (see Fig. 6). Clearly such an experiment would have to be conducted underground for
adequate suppression of cosmic rays. We argue that the other (and generally more problematic)
source of background, namely natural and cosmogenic activities from the environment and
construction material could be kept to that level. These are mostly gammas and x-rays. The
argument is based on a rather straightforward scaling of the low-energy spectra (<10 keY) seen in
state-of-the-an germanium detector

/3/3 experiments.

Attention has been paid to this end of the

spectra recently in setting limits on cold dark matter.

For one such 0. 7 kg Ge detector

(PNUUSC), the total background over the range 4 keY< E < 10 keY is already bounded at 3xiQ-5
counts keY·l day·l, and a factor of ten reduction is fonhcoming with only minor improvements30.
We take the active detection region of the present experiment to consist of Xe proportional gas of
one attenuation depth for 4 keY photons (..0.1 mg/cm2), over the entire inside rear surface of the
bore. Then the total active detector mass would be
section crc

oc

Z

oc

=170 g.

The incoherent Compton cross

A, so scaling to the total active detector mass gives us the desired result, when

integrated over a 10 keY interval encompassing the axion spectrum (Figure 2). Of course, this
implies that all of the care taken in material selection for construction and shielding in the

/3/3

experiments must be taken rigorously in the present case, in an extended rather than compact
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geometry.

We emphasize that the required background rate is very sensitive to the axion mass search

.

range. Since the expected axion-photon conversion rate

oc

ma4 , a background 102 greater than

estimated above still will pennit a search down to ma =0.3 e V, as shown in the following section.
At this value of ma, the required H2 or He gas pressure P = 1.335 atm at 300 K.

4.4. Counting Time vs. Background
This experiment is a tuning experiment in which the density of the dispersion matching gas
is varied. in order to enhance the conversion probability of the axion into an x-ray within a narrow
window of axion mass. A detailed strategy of optimization is not in order here, but a simple
estimate of counting time follows .

.

The fractional full-width half-maximum ~ of the rcsPc>nse curve has the approximate value
.d(mr) ..

lQ-3(m.,teVt2.

The number N of discrete steps in gas density that must be taken to

search a range of axion masses (m 1, m 2 ) is

(22)

To establish a uniform limit in M throughout the mass range, equal time would be devoted
to each mass bin to achieve the desired confidence level. Due to the proliferation of bins as m2
increases, m2 determines the required search time in this case. The search is therefore able to set
a uniform limit on M for a broad range of ma, without tying the measurement to any particular
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axion model.

On the other hand, simply to exclude GUT axions over the same window considerably
shortens the search time. The overall counting rate is R(ma)

=3 x

1Q-2 sec-1 (mJ1 eV)4 (B/3T)2

(S/3m) (D/4m)3. The required search time is

J

t

(23)

dm
m Ll (m) R(m)

and for the detector described in Section 4.1 we find, if each bin is observed for a time sufficient to
detect one signal count if ma lies in that bin,

(24)

Due to the increaseq counting time for lower masses, m 1 determines the time in this case.

We denote the conversion (signal) rate corresponding to the desired bound on M by R s

(Mlim) then,

't (=

x 1010 GeV,

't

R;

1)

is the time required to see, on the average, 1 signal event. For Mum

=

=5

=-1 day in the present case. The background rate, denoted by Rb, is assumed to

be distributed in a purely statistical manner.

The presence of background counts during the search for axions has two consequences.·
First, an upward fluctuation in background rate can mimic an axion signal, giving a "false alarm".
This is not a serious problem in this experiment, since the detector can be retuned to only those
bins which gave apparent signals to re-check the rate with better
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statistics~

Second, a .downward

.

fluctuation in background can conceal a real axion signal, and this reduces the confidence level of a
null result But if an axion signal is twice as large as the downward fluctuation in background, it
will be detected. Then it can be confirmed by re-measurement as stated above.

We distinguish three cases:
(i) Rb << Rs. If the background is much smaller than the expected signal, and assuming that
axions do not exist in the mass bin being measured, the usual outcome will be to measure no
events (signal or background) in "t or several 't. Thus the limit Mum is established at the 90%
confidence level (C. L.) after counting for a time t

= 2.3 "t.

{ii) Rb ... Rr If the background is comparable to the signal rate at M1im, but again assuming

that axions in fact do not exist within the mass bin being mcasur~ then on the average in a
counting interval 4't, one will observe 4 events (background). Then, one can exclude, again at
the 90% C. L, a signal contribution of twice this magnitude. i.e. corresponding toM =Mum !1114

= 4.2xi010 GeV.

As already discussed, the factor of 2 in rates rules out a false negative result

caused by a downward fluctuation of background coinciding with an actual axion signal.

(iii) Rb >> Rs- Here if "t is already a significant time, the time required to place a bound on

Mlim over a broad range of ma would be prohibitive. However. the limit on M which can
feasibly be established falls only slowly with increased background rate. For example, if Rb

= 100

day-1 on the average. then in one day we will observe 100 ± 16 counts (90% C.L.) for the
nominal detector described in this paper. Since the count rate varies as M4 , we are able to exclude
....

M < 2 x 1010 GeV which is only a factor of two worse than the limit on M which can be set if Rb
• 1 day-1.
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4.5 Operational Considerations

It should be noted that the fractional mass bandwidth ~ of the detector narrows rapidly with
increasing mass. This dictates that the density of the dispersion gas must be uniform to (An/n) <<
2 ~ for the response curve to be determined by the oscillation length, and not washed out For ma

• S e V, this implies, among other things, that the temperature differential must be held to - 6 x 1Q-3
Kat 77 K. A fortiori, the monitoring and reproducibility of the density must be as stringent Note
that the gravitational density gradient is not a significant problem even at the highest end of the
mass range. At ma =S eV, to keep the response curve sharp, we require ~n < 104. Even in the
less favorable case of He as a dispersion-matching gas"(A =4), the fractional density difference for
a 4 m difference in height would be -7 x

lQ-5.

The optimum direction of the magnet axis and 8 is perpendicular to the direction of the sun.
If the magnet axis is aligned in a north-south direction, the orientation of the detector with respect
to the sun will vary somewhat as the earth rotates, but the detector will remain sensitive. For a
long solenoid no penalty is incurred for moderate misalignment angle ~- This surprising result
follows from eq. ( 12), where the detection rateR

oc

B2L2. While the useful·component of the field

B 1 = B cos 8, the path length in the detector increases to L = D /cos8, which compensates. An
alternative design would employ a short magnet with its axis aligned east-west, then the axion
x-ray

~photoelectron

~

counting rate would be strongly modulated with a 12 hour period, which

could be useful in separating the solar axion signal from background.

5. Summary
The construction and operation of an ax ion helioscope appears to be a practical possibility,
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and would substantially extend our knowledge about the realization of the Peccei-Quinn
mechanism in nature. The uncertainties of the astrophysical bounds, in conjunction with the
freedom of the relevant parameters of the axion models, appear to be sufficiently severe to warrant
an independent experimental effort. It is remarkable that our search would be most sensitive in a
regime just between the ranges excluded by two very different astrophysical arguments, which
may not overlap. A detection of axions in this range, aside from its paramount importance for
particle physics, would be of great importance for astrophysics. A negative search result would
definitively close one of the two remaining axion mass windows.
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Schumacher and L. Stodolsky. We thank P. J. Oddone and R. A. Muller for their encouragement.
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(UC-Berkeley), DE-AC03-76SF00098 (LBL) and by the National Aeronautics and Space
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1
Feynman diagram for the Primakoff production of axions by the interaction of a photon with an
electron or nucleus (top), and (bottom) axion-photon conversion in the electric or magnetic field of
an external source denoted by a cross (x).

Figure 2
Differential solar axion flux at the earth. We assume that axions are only produced by the
Primakoff conversion of blackbody photons in the solar interior ("hadronic axions"), and we
assume a standard solar modei26. The axion-photon coupling strength M is defined in Eq. (3).
The solid line arises from a numerical integration over the sun, the dashed line is an analytical
approximation to this result as given in Eq. (9).

Figure 3
Radial distribution of the axion energy loss rate of the sun. The radial coordinate r is in units of
the solar radius Re.

Figure 4
Schematic design of the detector employing a multiple wire proportional chamber (MWPC).

FigureS
Conversion rate as a function of ma for the detector shown in Fig. 4, with D
8

= 3 Tesla.

=4m, S = 3m and

The dispersion gas densicy is chosen such that l'1ty = 1.000 eV, and thus is optimized
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for conversion of axions with ma = 1.000 eV. The dashed line is a blow-up of the solid line; the
corresponding scale is on the upper horizontal axis.

Figure 6
Total rate of axion-photon conversion in the dispersion matching detector as a function of the axion
mass ma' As in Fig. 5, the relationship between ma and the axion-photon coupling Misgiven by

Eq. (4) and the GUT value EIN

=8/3 is used.

The density of the dispersion gas is assumed to be

re-adjusted to the optimal value for each value of ma. At the largest values of mao corresponding to
the highest gas densities, the rate with He as a dispersion gas (dashed line) is lower than that for

.

H 2 (solid line) because of the increased importance of absorption in the

~igher-Z

medium. The

dash-dot line indicates the conversion rate in an absorption gas detector with ma = m r for
comparison. Although the sensitivity is much lower, it is.sensitive to a wide range of axion masses
simultaneously.

Figure 7
Total rate of axion-photon conversion in the· absorption type detector: (dotted line) gas mixture and
pressure chosen to maximize the count rate forma .. leV, (dashed line) optimized forma= 10 eV,
(dotted-dashed line) forma"" 100 eV, (solid line) the envelope curve forma= mr, also plotted in
Fig. (6).
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